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With a multi-billion-dollar price tag and a reform menu set by the federal government, the Obama administration's School Improvement Grants program was nothing if not controversial. When a 2017 evaluation commissioned by the U.S. Department of Education research arm reported that the three-year SIG grants didn't move the achievement needle in the low-performing schools the program targeted, critics pounced. Education Secretary Betsy DeVos used the study as a cudgel again federal involvement in school improvement and to tout private school vouchers.

But after studying the 2017 SIG evaluation and analyzing the 17 state or district SIG studies they could find through an in-depth literature review, FutureEd Senior Fellow Marshall Smith and researcher Alan Ginsburg have concluded that the federally funded SIG study was wrong to conclude that SIG didn't make a difference.

Smith, the former dean of the Stanford University Graduate School of Education, was U.S. Under Secretary of Education in the Clinton administration and served as a senior counselor to Education Secretary Arne Duncan early in the Obama administration, though he was not involved in the development of the SIG program. Ginsburg was Director of Policy and Program Studies at the U.S. Education Department, where he worked for nearly four decades under both Republican and Democratic administrations. Like Smith, he didn't participate in the SIG program or in the 2017 evaluation, which was commissioned by the Education Department's independent research arm, the Institute of Education Sciences.

FutureEd asked several of the nation's leading education researchers to review one or more of Smith and Ginsburg's drafts, including Future advisors Jane Hannaway of Georgetown University's McCourt School of Public Policy and Tom Dee of Stanford University's Graduate School of Education. In recent years, Dee studied the impact of the SIG program in California.

Susanna Loeb, director of the Annenberg Institute for School Reform at Brown University, and Dan Goldhaber, director of the Center for Education Data & Research at the University of Washington, also reviewed drafts. Goldhaber simultaneously serves as director of the federally funded National Center for Analysis of Longitudinal Data in Education Research (CALDER) at the American Institutes of Education (AIR), a research organization that co-authored the 2017 SIG study. Hannaway is a former CALDER director and has an appointment at AIR.

These researchers offered valuable feedback and agreed with Smith and Ginsburg that it unwarranted to conclude that the SIG program was unsuccessful. The reviewers, however, are not responsible for the content of this report. FutureEd Editorial Director Phyllis Jordan played a central role in the report's development, and Molly Breen and Jackie Arthur made many editorial contributions.

We think it is particularly important to cast the SIG program in a clearer light as states and localities begin to implement the Every Student Succeeds Act. The new federal law replaces the SIG program with a requirement that 7 percent of state Title I funds be spent on turning around states' lowest performing schools. FutureEd's mission is to help policymakers and practitioners make informed policy decisions on behalf of the nation's students. We offer this report in that spirit.

Thomas Toch
Director, FutureEd
In 2010, the Obama administration invested $3.5 billion in a federal grant program to turn around roughly 1,250 of the nation’s lowest-achieving public schools.¹ Seven years later, a high-profile study commissioned by the U.S. Education Department found that the three-year School Improvement Grants (SIG) had made “no significant impacts on math or reading test scores, or high school graduation.”²

Critics of the SIG program, in which the federal government eventually invested some $7 billion, have used the results to cast doubt on the program’s turnaround strategies. Others have seized on the findings as evidence that low-achieving public schools cannot be reclaimed, even with substantial resources. Education Secretary Betsy DeVos has repeatedly used the study’s conclusions to make her case for expanding private school vouchers as a better way to help students in the weakest schools. “We have invested billions and billions and billions of dollars from the federal level, and we have seen zero results,” she said in a 60 Minutes interview last March.³

But a close examination of the IES-funded study and a comprehensive analysis of 17 separate state or district studies of SIG initiatives by independent researchers and state education agencies that we identified through a wide-ranging literature review suggests that the autopsy on the grant program is flawed and its core conclusion faulty. Our research suggests that many SIG programs did indeed produce significant improvements in student achievement.

The federally funded study, conducted by Mathematica Policy Research and the American Institutes for Research (AIR), both nonprofit research organizations, looked at too small a sample of schools to draw dependable conclusions. The study’s small sample size required unrealistically large gains to detect “statistically significant” improvement in student achievement at SIG schools when compared to others.

To achieve the study’s benchmark, schools would have needed to show growth equivalent to at least 60 percent of the typical annual math achievement gain at the elementary school level and a full year’s gain at the middle- and high-school levels.⁴ Such results are rarely seen in education research that measures the effects of overall school interventions on student achievement—and are greater than those achieved by several highly regarded education programs.

Second, the schools included in the federal study were not nationally representative of the SIG school population, a reality that the study’s authors acknowledge.⁵ The study included a far higher
the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). Under SIG, the federal government invested an average of $2.8 million per school, spread over three years. The new federal law replaces the SIG program with a requirement that 7 percent of state Title I funds, over $1 billion a year, be spent on turning around states’ lowest performing schools. While states will have wide leeway to design, implement, and monitor this new generation of school-improvement work, a more accurate accounting of the nation’s return on its investment in SIG will help state leaders set the best possible path forward for students in struggling schools.

A Lack of Statistical Power

The IES-funded study’s bleak conclusion that schools in the SIG program showed no significant gains belies the fact that achievement scores did rise in most of the SIG schools. The key issue was not whether the SIG schools improved but whether they improved more than similar schools that didn’t receive grants. Answering that question required identifying similar schools for comparison.

The authors of the IES-funded study used a sophisticated statistical methodology called regression discontinuity to come as close as possible to a fair comparison between the schools that received SIG grants and those that didn’t. The methodology involved a several-step process: establishing a common national award threshold, such as a school being in the bottom 5 percent of school performance; identifying schools that fall within a band on either side of the threshold; and then comparing the three-year achievement and graduation rate performance of the schools on either side of that band. This process created a number of challenges.

First and most importantly, the design of the SIG study left researchers with a sample size that made it hard to detect gains reflecting improved student achievement in the SIG schools compared to schools that didn’t receive...
grant support. In research parlance, the study was severely "underpowered." Brown University researcher Susanna Loeb estimates that the study’s “statistical power” was so weak that the student performance gains in SIG schools "would have to be unrealistically large for the study to have been able to detect them."

The schools would have had to achieve an "effect size" of 0.3 for the schools' accomplishments to be judged statistically significant, Loeb wrote in a 2017 blog post. That means, she concluded, “the reform would have had to close the gap in math achievement between the students in SIG schools and the average student ...by a third in the first year of the program and 40 percent by the third year in order to be detected by the study."9

Such gains are rarely achieved by education reforms under the best school conditions, and could not reasonably be expected within three years in the deeply troubled SIG schools. "The difference between the report's conclusion that there was no effect and the more appropriate conclusion that they were not able to detect an effect is an important one," Loeb noted.10

By contrast, a recent federally funded study of the highly regarded KIPP schools touted significant growth of only two-thirds of the effect size that Loeb wrote was needed for likely significance in the SIG study.11 Likewise, a 2017 multi-year evaluation of the New Teacher Center's teacher induction model found significant improvements equal to only a third of the SIG benchmark.12

The regression discontinuity approach, comparing just the schools on either side of the threshold, also had the effect of leaving out some of the lowest-performing schools that received help under SIG. In at least one state, these schools turned out to have some of the biggest student achievement gains. A pair of North Carolina studies illustrates the problem. One, using the regression discontinuity methodology that omitted some of the lowest performing schools, found no effects from the program.13 A second study using a different methodology, which allowed researchers to examine results from all SIG schools, found significant gains when compared to the control group.14

Perhaps due to the lack of a common eligibility threshold for SIG schools across states, the IES-funded study also misidentified substantial numbers of schools.15 As the authors acknowledge, an estimated 15 percent of the schools they included in the SIG cohort ultimately didn’t receive grant funding, while 10 percent of the schools in the comparison group did receive SIG support.16 While some misidentification is not uncommon when using the regression discontinuity method, the proportion of misidentified schools in the IES-funded SIG study clearly exceeds the 5 percent limit experts suggest for obtaining reasonable treatment estimates.17

Although the Mathematica and AIR researchers acknowledged the positive results of a few of the state and local studies we analyzed, they stuck by the accuracy of their own findings—that SIG made no difference in student achievement.18 They also assert their findings could be applied more generally, in part

### Characteristics of Schools Receiving SIG Support and Schools in Federally Funded Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Characteristics</th>
<th>Schools Receiving SIG Support</th>
<th>Schools in Federally Funded Study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Setting</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Urban</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Suburban</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Town or rural</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• White</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Black</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hispanic</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Asian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: National Center for Education Evaluation and Regional Assistance
because they were based on a broader sample of schools from 60 school districts in 22 states.

Yet that argument does not hold up to close scrutiny. The researchers did not draw a random sample of SIG schools. As a consequence, schools from urban districts were significantly overrepresented in their study: 88 percent of schools in the IES-funded study came from urban school districts, compared to only 53 percent in the SIG program as a whole. The authors of the study acknowledged this misalignment, noting, “Because the SIG sample is not representative of [SIG] schools nationwide the findings here may not apply to all [SIG] schools nationally.”

State and Local Studies

In light of these weaknesses in the federally funded study, the question becomes how strong were the state and local studies that found significant improvements in student achievement or graduation rates in SIG schools? Twelve of the 17 studies show statistically positive outcomes, including all of the district-level reports. Among the five studies with no significant findings, four came from states in which other studies of SIG schools were positive. This left only one state, Michigan, without a study showing a statistically significant positive outcome.

Three of the state and local studies—of SIG programs in California, Ohio and North Carolina—used the same regression discontinuity methodology that the IES-funded study deployed. In California, researchers reported gains that reduced by almost a quarter the gap between SIG school scores and the state’s academic targets in the first year of the grant. In Ohio, researchers found positive effects in both reading and math by the second year of the program, effects that grew larger in its third year, when they reached about twice the size of the estimated first-year effects of the California SIG intervention. Only in North Carolina was there no significant improvement, though a separate report on the state’s SIG schools using a different methodology showed significant gains in math. In Houston, where a researcher used treatment and control schools chosen randomly for the elementary grades, the study found positive SIG math gains in two years.

The other 13 studies used what’s known as a difference-in-differences methodology, a respected approach, but one that has some limitations. Among them is the assumption that trends in SIG and comparison schools would have been the same without the grant program and that there are not other factors influencing SIG outcomes. But the method offers an important advantage in including all SIG schools in its calculations, a feature that produces a fuller picture of the impact of the SIG interventions.

Of the studies using that methodology, nine found significant student-achievement gains for SIG schools when compared to other schools. These improvements averaged nearly .2 of the standard deviation of students when compared to similar schools. For a typical 3rd or 4th grader, this effect represents 40 percent of the expected yearly gain in reading achievement and half the expected gain in math.

Three of the state and local studies also included high school graduation rates in assessing gains. Two of the three observed significant gains.

By their very nature, these state and local studies are not nationally representative. But they do represent a geographically diverse group of nine states and four school districts. That includes two of the largest states, California and Texas, as well as several large states such Ohio, North Carolina, Michigan, New Jersey and Massachusetts. We found no studies from small states. The urban districts that studied SIG results range from very large (Houston) to the small (Lawrence, Mass). Altogether, the state and local studies reflect results from 449 SIG schools, more than twice the 190 SIG schools studied in the IES-funded report.
In each of the 17 studies, net gains are the average score gain of the SIG schools minus the average score gain of the comparison schools. The 17 studies used a variety of measures to assess student achievement. Thirteen measured net gains expressed as "effect sizes," where standard deviations are the unit of measurement. A standard deviation is a number used to tell how scores for a group are spread out from the average. Three studies assessed the proportion of students who scored proficient or higher on state tests. Two examined raw test scores and two looked at changes in high school graduation rates.

SOURCE: State and local studies detailed in Appendix (page 11)
Learning Lessons

In addition to providing a clearer picture of the impact of the SIG interventions on student achievement and graduation rates, the state and local studies in many instances provided valuable answers to the important question of which school-level improvement practices make a difference.

The Education Department required SIG schools to implement one of four improvement strategies. The most frequently adopted and least invasive intervention was “transformation,” the replacing of a failing school’s principal a model selected by 75 percent of SIG schools. “Turnaround,” used by 20 percent of SIG schools, called for replacing principals and at least half the teachers in failing schools.

The “restart” model, adopted by 5 percent of the schools in the program, required turning the school into a charter or bringing in an education management organization. The fourth option, “closing,” which entailed shuttering the school and sending students elsewhere, was rarely chosen.

The IES-funded study and four state and district studies compared the impact on test scores and graduation rates of the most commonly used SIG strategies. Studies in California, Ohio and the San Francisco Unified School District found the turnaround model to be more effective than the transformation model, while a New Jersey report found the transformation model was more effective than turnaround.

The IES-funded study gathered data on the implementation of these specific improvement practices only in the second and third years of the SIG interventions, providing an incomplete picture of new practices beyond merely replacing principals and teachers. As a result, the study couldn’t reliably gauge how much SIG schools had changed or strengthened their practices under the grant program.

Compounding the problem, the authors of the IES-funded study often simply counted changes in the number of practices, without reflecting on the scope or quality of the reforms. They described “extended learning time” simply in terms of whether schools offered block scheduling, before- or after-school instruction, weekend instruction, or summer instruction, without identifying the numbers of students served or the additional learning time provided under each approach.28

The state and local studies in many instances provided valuable answers to the important question of which school-level improvement practices make a difference.

The federal program also mandated that states and school districts provide SIG schools with improvement practices beyond staffing changes, ranging from increased learning time to increased parental involvement. States and districts were also responsible for providing SIG schools with experts to monitor and support their improvement efforts.
Under a separate federal grant, AIR compiled case studies of several SIG practices. Unfortunately, the AIR researchers did not use the information on changes in student achievement in SIG schools for the case studies. As a result, AIR couldn’t gauge the effectiveness of various evidence-based improvement practices or contrast what was happening in high-performing and low-performing SIG schools, shortcomings that diminished the value of the case studies.

As an example, AIR’s case studies surveyed school personnel about their perceptions of the professional assistance that SIG schools received and found some suggestion that support provided by school districts on average appeared less useful than support from external professional organizations, including universities and charter management organizations. This finding might have had more meaning if matched with SIG school outcomes.

In contrast, several of the state and district SIG studies demonstrated the effectiveness of different improvement practices. Adopting methods from the University of Chicago Consortium of Chicago School Research, the San Francisco Unified School District found that practices focused on student and parent engagement—which included extended learning time and early warning systems for students, and community workshops for parents—contributed to a reduction in unexcused absences and a greater likelihood that families would choose SIG schools. The district also found that changes to hiring and evaluation practices, including one-on-one coaching and interim assessments, contributed to retaining more effective teachers in math and reading.

Studies in Denver, Houston, and Lawrence, Mass., showed sizeable SIG gains in math using the five strategies that Harvard economics professor Roland Fryer, Jr. gleaned from practices in successful charter schools: increased instructional time, a more rigorous approach to building human capital, high-dosage tutoring, frequent use of data to inform instruction, and a culture of high expectations.

In North Carolina, researchers learned that the required replacement of principals had no effect on teachers’ perceptions of the quality of leadership, perhaps because many of the new principals were inexperienced. Such findings point to the importance of understanding how interventions work within local contexts.

Many of the state and local SIG studies also revealed trends in improvement, showing a pattern of gradual rather than sudden gains. In all six of the studies measuring interim gains over three years, improvement was greater in year two than in year one. However, in three of those studies, SIG school achievement levels were not substantially better in year three than in year two, suggesting the importance of understanding the keys to sustaining growth beyond initial gains.
A New Federal-State Evaluation Partnership

The failure of the IES-funded study to capture any significant improvement in SIG schools and its inability to evaluate specific school-level improvement practices suggest that the U.S. Education Department needs to rethink its traditional approach to evaluating the impact of federal programs. The SIG evaluation was released in 2017, seven years after the grants were first awarded and four years after they expired. Now that most states annually gather extensive education data down to the classroom level, federal program evaluations could be designed to take better advantage of available state data and to support continuous improvement in schools while simultaneously evaluating longer-term impacts.

Such changes would be particularly important as states begin assessing their own approaches to lifting up struggling schools and students. The latest version of the major federal elementary and secondary education law allows states to set their own accountability metrics and determine how to administer school improvement. Rather than just issue a single national study, the Education Department could add more value by aggregating the results of state and local studies, providing states with timely information to improve schools and synthesizing what research tells us about school improvement.

There are legitimate questions of whether the SIG program represented the best way to use federal funding to improve struggling schools. But it is wrong to suggest that there was no return on the SIG investment. More broadly, the SIG experience suggests that a single, nationwide analysis is not the best way to evaluate a program playing out differently in schools and districts across the country. State and district studies, the SIG results suggest, paint a richer picture of how effectively federal education dollars are spent.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Policymakers could take three key steps to develop a new evaluation approach that provides information for frequent tracking of school progress and building the improvement capacity of states and districts.

1. The U.S. Department of Education should use the data it already collects from states on school outcomes to generate state-specific studies of school improvement efforts.

The federal government could support more effective evaluations of improvement programs with its existing data resources. EDFacts, the Education Department’s data-collection arm, already gathers a rich body of data. It provides a central repository of student-performance information submitted by states and combines the information with other state-submitted school data, including student population characteristics and Title I and special education participation.

The Education Department could build on this repository with the annual production of state progress reports on struggling schools receiving school improvement funds under ESSA. Reports could also be generated on districts and the state and district studies could be aggregated to form a composite national picture.

This strategy could produce a less expensive, more rapid, and more informative system for tracking and reporting the progress of nationwide education interventions.

continued
2. The Education Department could help states use the results of program evaluations to strengthen school-improvement efforts.

A January 2018 review of state ESSA plans by the nonprofit Results For America found that only four states expect to study their use of federal school improvement funds “to deepen understanding of what works and build an evidence base for school improvement.” Yet, the states have unique knowledge and often rich longitudinal data to identify what is working and why in their states.

The authors of the Ohio Education Research Center SIG study, Stephane Lavertu and Deven Carlson, made a similar recommendation, urging researchers to consider “conducting separate evaluations across [states] and then attempting to identify the contextual factors associated with policy success or failure after a sufficient number of evaluations have been conducted.”

There are several resources federal education officials could use to help states and districts do this work, including EDFacts state coordinators, the department’s 10 regional education laboratories, and its Center on School Turnaround, run by the research organization WestEd. Further, as three state research directors propose, IES could make grants available to states to form research partnerships focused on state needs. The onus would then be on states to convince IES of the appropriateness of the research.

3. The Education Department should initiate a National Research Council (NRC) committee to synthesize the research in the United States and internationally on turning around low-achieving schools.

In addition to generating new evaluation information on school improvement, an NRC synthesis would bring together in one place the best practices for improving low-performing schools, helping to inform the next generation of school-improvement work under ESSA.

Much has been learned in the decade since IES put out its 2008 guide, Turning Around Low-Performing Schools, which lamented the low quality of research supporting the institute’s four improvement recommendations. New resources for research continue to emerge.

Some state education agencies are launching independent reviews of their policies and programs. District-level research consortia are tackling the practical challenges of school improvement in Baltimore, Chicago, Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, New Orleans, New York City, and San Diego. At the federal level, the “Investing in Innovation” program has spent nearly $1 billion since 2010 on learning how to improve low-performing schools.

The NRC review would make sense of the growing academic literature on turning around low-performing schools, including the largely untapped international literature on how other countries have successfully addressed school improvement. Korea and Canada, for example, have found that collaborations between high-achieving schools and struggling peers with comparable demographics is a successful strategy.

Collectively, these steps would encourage the widespread use of evidence-based improvement systems under ESSA. They would also ensure that valuable education resources were being used effectively to improve academic success for our most vulnerable students.
# IES and State and District Studies of School Improvement Grants: Methods, Samples and Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Causal Methodology</th>
<th>Impact Sample</th>
<th>Effect on Achievement and HS Graduate Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Institute of Education Sciences (IES)\(^1\) | • Regression discontinuity to estimate SIG impacts  
  • Note, Correlation analysis used to estimate gain scores of SIG schools (not net impacts) by type of intervention model (e.g. transformation). | • SIG treatment for 2011, 2012, & 2013  
  • SIG treatment sample (regression discontinuity): purposively selected sample of 190 SIG award schools in 2011 from 22 states and 60 districts  
  • SIG treatment sample not nationally representative of SIG schools (overrepresented urban districts, under-sampled white students)  
  • Regression discontinuity comparison sample is of schools not eligible for SIG awards in 2011 and near the treatment estimated cutoff | • 3 year regression discontinuity SIG net outcomes  
  – No significant impact on math or reading test scores  
  – No significant impact on high school graduation rate |
| California\(^2\)               | • Regression discontinuity                              | • SIG treatment for one-year 2011  
  • SIG treatment sample: 82 Tier 1 or Tier 2 SIG award schools among the lowest-achieving 5% and showing lack of achievement progress. The lowest achieving cutoff was set within grade-level strata of elementary, middle and secondary.  
  • Comparison sample: Localized comparison of schools that were above and near the treatment eligibility cutoff | • One year regression discontinuity on California Academic Performance Index (API) covering core subjects  
  • Impact on API: +.32 school-level std. dev sig (about .11 student level std. dev)  
  • Reduced by 23% the size of the SIG school gap below the state school performance target (800 on California Academic Performance Index)  
  • Achievement growth significantly greater in turnaround schools than transformation or restart schools  
  • Teacher experience in SIG schools dropped about two years (two-thirds standard deviation) |
| Colorado\(^3\)                 | • Difference-In-differences                             | • SIG treatment sample for cohort 1: 2010 baseline to 2014; Cohort 2: 2011 baseline to 2014  
  • SIG treatment sample: 19 SIG award schools  
  • Comparison sample: Title I schoolwide, excluding SIG schools | • Three-year difference-in-differences in percent at least proficient on State assessment compared to Title I schoolwides excluding SIG schools:  
  – Math: +9 percentage points (significance computed by this report)  
  –阅读: +7 percentage points; (significance computed by this report) |
| Denver Colorado\(^4\)         | • Difference-In-differences                             | • SIG treatment for 2012 and 2013  
  • Seven treatment schools with tested grades 3, 4, 6, and 9.  
  • Comparison sample: all other students in the Denver Public Schools in the same grades as treatment grades | • Annual net outcome change for each of two treatment years (ordinary least squares)  
  • Math: +.17 std dev (significant); two-year net outcome +.34 std dev (significant)  
  • Reading: +.08 std dev (not significant) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Causal Methodology</th>
<th>Impact Sample</th>
<th>Effect on Achievement and HS Graduate Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Houston Texas ISD**<sup>6</sup> | • Experimental design                                                               | • SIG treatment for 2011, 2012, & 2013  
• SIG treatment sample: 47 schools receiving Federal SIG funds through State Redesign Grants  
• Comparison: schools in same district and serving about the same grade range as SIG schools but not receiving a SIG grant. | • Three-year difference-in-differences estimates covering state assessments grades 3-8 & 10:  
  • Math: +.17 to .19 std dev (significant)  
  • Reading: +.02 to .03 std dev (not significant). |
| **Lawrence, Mass. Public Schools**<sup>6</sup> | • Difference-in-differences (Comparative interrupted time series)                  | • SIG treatment 2013 and 2014 (Part of Massachusetts state takeover of Lawrence school district for chronic underperformance)  
• SIG treatment sample: all students in 28 schools in the Lawrence district taken over by the state  
• Comparison: students in districts with a majority of low-income students | • Annual net outcome change for each of two treatment years (ordinary least squares)  
• Experimental elementary  
  • Math (intent to treat): +.14 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.28 std dev  
  • Reading (intent to treat): +.04 std dev (not significant)  
• Quasi-experimental elementary  
  • Math: +.20 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.40 std dev  
  • Reading: +.08 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.16 std dev  
• Quasi-experimental secondary  
  • Math: +.10 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.20 std dev  
  • Reading: -.01 std dev (non significant)  
• Effect of high intensity tutoring  
  • Elementary: +.09 std dev (experimental); +.06 std dev (quasi-experimental)  
  • Middle & Secondary: +.09 std dev (quasi-experimental) |
| **Massachusetts**<sup>7</sup>      | • Difference-in-differences (estimated using hierarchical linear modeling – HLM)    | • SIG treatment for: 2011, 2012, & 2013  
• SIG treatment sample: 20 (11 elementary and 9 secondary) of the lowest performing schools.  
• 16 elementary schools randomly assigned: 8 to treatment and 8 to no-treatment  
• Annual net outcome change for each of two treatment years (ordinary least squares)  
• Experimental elementary  
  • Math (intent to treat): +.14 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.28 std dev  
  • Reading (intent to treat): +.04 std dev (not significant)  
• Quasi-experimental elementary  
  • Math: +.20 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.40 std dev  
  • Reading: +.08 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.16 std dev  
• Quasi-experimental secondary  
  • Math: +.10 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.20 std dev  
  • Reading: -.01 std dev (non significant)  
• Effect of high intensity tutoring  
  • Elementary: +.09 std dev (experimental); +.06 std dev (quasi-experimental)  
  • Middle & Secondary: +.09 std dev (quasi-experimental). |
| **Michigan**<sup>8</sup>           | • Difference-in-differences (estimated using hierarchical linear modeling – HLM)    | • SIG treatment for: 2011, 2012 & 2013  
• Treatment: 23 schools that received a SIG for three years  
• Comparison: All SIG eligible schools not receiving an award  
• Annual net outcome change for each of two treatment years (ordinary least squares)  
• Experimental elementary  
  • Math (intent to treat): +.14 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.28 std dev  
  • Reading (intent to treat): +.04 std dev (not significant)  
• Quasi-experimental elementary  
  • Math: +.20 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.40 std dev  
  • Reading: +.08 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.16 std dev  
• Quasi-experimental secondary  
  • Math: +.10 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.20 std dev  
  • Reading: -.01 std dev (non significant)  
• Effect of high intensity tutoring  
  • Elementary: +.09 std dev (experimental); +.06 std dev (quasi-experimental)  
  • Middle & Secondary: +.09 std dev (quasi-experimental) |
| **New Jersey**<sup>9</sup>         | • Multiple regression                                                               | • SIG treatment for: 2011, 2012, 2013 & 2014  
• SIG treatment sample: All 20 schools receiving SIG funding  
• Comparison: All eligible schools not receiving SIG funding  
• Annual net outcome change for each of two treatment years (ordinary least squares)  
• Experimental elementary  
  • Math (intent to treat): +.14 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.28 std dev  
  • Reading (intent to treat): +.04 std dev (not significant)  
• Quasi-experimental elementary  
  • Math: +.20 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.40 std dev  
  • Reading: +.08 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.16 std dev  
• Quasi-experimental secondary  
  • Math: +.10 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.20 std dev  
  • Reading: -.01 std dev (non significant)  
• Effect of high intensity tutoring  
  • Elementary: +.09 std dev (experimental); +.06 std dev (quasi-experimental)  
  • Middle & Secondary: +.09 std dev (quasi-experimental) |

<sup>6</sup> Jurisdiction Causal Methodology Impact Sample Effect on Achievement and HS Graduate Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Causal Methodology</th>
<th>Impact Sample</th>
<th>Effect on Achievement and HS Graduate Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Houston Texas ISD | Experimental design       | SIG treatment for 2011, 2012, & 2013  
• SIG treatment sample: 47 schools receiving Federal SIG funds through State Redesign Grants  
• Comparison: schools in same district and serving about the same grade range as SIG schools but not receiving a SIG grant. | Three-year difference-in-differences estimates covering state assessments grades 3-8 & 10:  
  • Math: +.17 to .19 std dev (significant)  
  • Reading: +.02 to .03 std dev (not significant). |
| Lawrence, Mass. Public Schools | Difference-in-differences (Comparative interrupted time series) | SIG treatment 2013 and 2014 (Part of Massachusetts state takeover of Lawrence school district for chronic underperformance)  
• SIG treatment sample: all students in 28 schools in the Lawrence district taken over by the state  
• Comparison: students in districts with a majority of low-income students | Three-year difference-in-differences in SIG schools on state assessments in grades 3-8 & 10:  
  • Math: +.22 std dev sig (yr 1 =.017 and yr 2 = .21)  
  • Reading: +.22 std dev sig (yr 1=.16 and yr 2 = .20)  
  • English language learners in SIG schools closed achievement gap in math and reading |
• SIG treatment sample: 20 (11 elementary and 9 secondary) of the lowest performing schools.  
• 16 elementary schools randomly assigned: 8 to treatment and 8 to no-treatment  
• Annual net outcome change for each of two treatment years (ordinary least squares)  
• Experimental elementary  
  • Math (intent to treat): +.14 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.28 std dev  
  • Reading (intent to treat): +.04 std dev (not significant)  
• Quasi-experimental elementary  
  • Math: +.20 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.40 std dev  
  • Reading: +.08 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.16 std dev  
• Quasi-experimental secondary  
  • Math: +.10 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.20 std dev  
  • Reading: -.01 std dev (non significant)  
• Effect of high intensity tutoring  
  • Elementary: +.09 std dev (experimental); +.06 std dev (quasi-experimental)  
  • Middle & Secondary: +.09 std dev (quasi-experimental) |
• Treatment: 23 schools that received a SIG for three years  
• Comparison: All SIG eligible schools not receiving an award  
• Annual net outcome change for each of two treatment years (ordinary least squares)  
• Experimental elementary  
  • Math (intent to treat): +.14 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.28 std dev  
  • Reading (intent to treat): +.04 std dev (not significant)  
• Quasi-experimental elementary  
  • Math: +.20 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.40 std dev  
  • Reading: +.08 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.16 std dev  
• Quasi-experimental secondary  
  • Math: +.10 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.20 std dev  
  • Reading: -.01 std dev (non significant)  
• Effect of high intensity tutoring  
  • Elementary: +.09 std dev (experimental); +.06 std dev (quasi-experimental)  
  • Middle & Secondary: +.09 std dev (quasi-experimental) |
• SIG treatment sample: All 20 schools receiving SIG funding  
• Comparison: All eligible schools not receiving SIG funding  
• Annual net outcome change for each of two treatment years (ordinary least squares)  
• Experimental elementary  
  • Math (intent to treat): +.14 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.28 std dev  
  • Reading (intent to treat): +.04 std dev (not significant)  
• Quasi-experimental elementary  
  • Math: +.20 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.40 std dev  
  • Reading: +.08 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.16 std dev  
• Quasi-experimental secondary  
  • Math: +.10 std dev (significant); two-year net outcomes +.20 std dev  
  • Reading: -.01 std dev (non significant)  
• Effect of high intensity tutoring  
  • Elementary: +.09 std dev (experimental); +.06 std dev (quasi-experimental)  
  • Middle & Secondary: +.09 std dev (quasi-experimental) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Causal Methodology</th>
<th>Impact Sample</th>
<th>Effect on Achievement and HS Graduate Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| North Carolina #1 | - Two methodologies compared: regression discontinuity and difference-in-differences  
                   | - The difference-in-difference reflects the full SIG sample, while the regression discontinuity only reflects schools close to the cutoff.  
                   | - SIG treatment for 2011 to 2014  
                   | - SIG treatment sample: All 118 schools below bottom 5%.  
                   | - Comparison: non-treated schools whose 2010 performance composites were closest to the assignment threshold (next-lowest performing schools).  
                   | - The very lowest performing SIG recipients performed differently over time than the SIG recipient schools.  
                   | - Difference-in-differences in final SIG year on student proficiency.  
                   | - Overall school proficiency rates: 18 std. dev (significant); (yr 1 = 0.09 std dev not sig; yr 2 = .16 std dev sig)  
                   | - Math: +.21 std dev (significant)  
                   | - Reading: +.08 std dev(not significant)  
                   | - Science: +.21 std dev (significant)  
                   | - Graduation rate: .29 std dev (not significant but small HS sample of 17 schools)  
                   | - Estimates included three years of pre-SIG grant performance data to “mitigate potential positive bias of regression to the mean.” (p.11)  
                   | - Four-year regression discontinuity had no significant overall effect on school proficiency rates                                                                                                                                 |
| North Carolina #2 | - Regression discontinuity  
                   | - SIG treatment for 2011 to 2014  
                   | - Treatment sample: 85 K-8 schools receiving an award below: bottom 5% and around regression discontinuity cut off band.  
                   | - Comparison: non-treated schools whose 2010 performance composites were closest to the assignment threshold (next-lowest performing schools).  
                   | - Four-year regression discontinuity on state assessments for K-8 grades:  
                   | - Math passing rates: overall -5.1 percentage points and significant negative effects for female and Hispanic students  
                   | - Reading passing rates: overall -3.2 percentage points and significant negative effects for Black students  
                   | - Increased concentration of low-income students in SIG schools  
                   | - Substantial increase in principals with three or less years of experience and no effect on teachers’ perceptions of the quality of their schools leadership  
                   | - Some delayed (after first year) increase in teacher turnover, but not in inexperience                                                                                                                                 |
| Ohio              | - Regression discontinuity (student achievement)  
                   | - Difference-in-differences (HS graduation)  
                   | - SIG treatment for: Cohort 1 2011-2014; Cohort 2: 2012-2014  
                   | - SIG treatment sample: 25 SIG I schools identified and included in the analysis  
                   | - Comparison: Schools near the performance cutoff not receiving a SIG grant  
                   | - Regression discontinuity on state assessments measuring cumulative improvement in student achievement in year three (avg of cross-sectional and dynamic model estimates).  
                   | - Math: +.24 std dev (significant)  
                   | - Reading: +0.24 std dev (significant)  
                   | - Difference-In-differences for graduation rates:  
                   | - HS grad unit rate +7 to +9 percentage points  
                   | - Significant positive effect on school spending $1,500-$3,000 per pupil depending upon grant year (per pupil grants varied by year)  
                   | - Achievement effects primarily attributable to turnaround model.  
<pre><code>               | - No significant effects on teacher turnover rates                                                                                                                                                         |
</code></pre>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Causal Methodology</th>
<th>Impact Sample</th>
<th>Effect on Achievement and HS Graduate Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| San Francisco (District) | • Difference-in-differences | • SIG treatment for 2011, 2012, 2013  
• SIG treatment sample: nine SIG funded schools in San Francisco  
• Comparison: non-SIG schools in San Francisco (Note: a smaller sample of non-SIG schools with SIG eligibility produced similar results) | • Difference-In-differences in student achievement for all starters after 3 years:  
– Math: Yr 3 +24 std dev (sig) (yr 2 +.14; yr 1 +.12)  
– Reading: increase 12 std dev (sig) (yr 2 +.07; yr 1 +.09)  
– Reduced gap between SIG and non-SIG schools from .8 std dev to .5 std dev.  
– Narrowed gap between SIG schools and rest of San Francisco schools by 3% (from .80 std dev to .50 std dev)  
• Turnaround schools outperformed transformation in math, but similar scores in reading  
• Difference-in-differences in student achievement for all stayers after 3 years are somewhat larger than for all starters  
• Achievement improvement mediators included reduced unexcused (not excused) absences, increased family preferences for schools, improved retention of effective teachers, and greater development of teacher professional capacity |
| Tennessee | • Difference-In-differences | • SIG treatment for 2013-2015  
• SIG treatment sample: 42 Schools in two distinct strategies – (1) 26 schools run by district through establishing locally run district-within-a-district Innovation Zones (iZone), with substantial extra pay incentives for teachers; (2) state-run Achievement School District (ASD) ( 5 schools directly run by ASD & 11 schools under ASD but run by Charter Management Organization)  
• Comparison: similarly low-performing schools (lowest 5%) not receiving an ASD or iZone | • Three-year difference-In-differences effect sizes on state assessments math, reading, science  
– Local Innovation Zones iZones (t26 schools): Math .20 std dev (significant), Reading .10 std dev (significant), and Science .18 std dev (significant)  
– Achievement School District (ASD) math, reading, and science not significant overall and for state-run and charter management run indirect (5): Math .07 std dev (not sig)  
– iZones net outcomes were significant each year but showed no pattern of increase or decrease |
| Texas | • Difference-in-differences | • SIG treatment only for first year of implementation 2011  
• SIG treatment sample: 65 SIG schools in first cycle – 53 of the 65 SIG recipients were high schools  
• Comparison: All primary and secondary schools in Texas not receiving a SIG grant with Texas state outcomes data | • One-year difference-In-difference results developed by grade for math and reading average scores and percent proficient (Study presents net outcomes only for each grade between 3 to 11 and not for grade groupings or for all students)  
– Elementary/middle grades: mostly many negative effects some approaching one-fifth standard deviation.  
– HS. Mostly lpositive effects although smaller (.1 std dev).  
• HS graduation rates improved by a significant five percentage points |
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